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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers uses person accounts to represent retail customers and business accounts to represent
commercial customers. The Retail Sales team should not have access to commercial customers but have access to
ALL retail customers. 

With organization-wide default on Account set to Private, how might the architect meet these requirements? 

A. Give View All access for Accounts to the Retail Sales profile. 

B. Update Retail Sales profile to grant access to Person Account record type. 

C. Create an owner-based sharing rule on AccountContactRelation to grant access to at account contact roles records
owned by sales reps. 

D. Create a criteria-based sharing rule giving Retail Sales role access to Accounts of type PersonAccount. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A company intends bring work from anywhere culture in a bid to improve productivity. Their sellers use wide variety of
devices with different form factors. The company currently uses one page layout to display opportunity record details to
the sellers. The Regional Vice President of Seles is complaining about incorrect alignment of data in opportunity
records, making it difficult for some sellers. 

Which steps are recommended to rectify this? 

A. Use a visualforce override for Opportunity view action, identify the form factor onLoad action and display relevant
layouts based on form factors, 

B. Use Dynamic Form to define different field sections applicable for different form factors of devices. 

C. Use a custom LWC override for Opportunity view action, identify form factor onLoad action and display relevant
layouts based on form factors. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers (UC) provides shipment tracking for its customers on a custom Shipment object. The .. yearly by
the customers should be available on the Account record to the Marketing team, but the Marketing Shipment records.
What recommend should an Architect provide to accomplish this? 

A. Public organization-wide default on Shipment, process builder, and lookup relationship to Account. 

B. Private organization-Wide default on Shipment, rollup summary, and Master-Detail relationship to Account. 

C. Controlled by Parent (Account) on Shipment, trigger, and trigger, and Master-Detail relationship to Account. 

D. Private organization-wide default on Shipment, trigger, and Lookup relationship to Account, 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has junction object called "Job Production Facility", with 2 master- detail relationships to the Job
and Production Facility custom objects. Both master records have a private sharing model. 

What statement is true if a user\\'s profile allows access (Create/Read) to the Job, but no access to the Production
Facility Object? 

A. The user will be granted read access to the Production Facility record 

B. The user will see the junction object and the link to the Production Facility. 

C. The user will see the junction object but not the link to the Production Facility. 

D. The user will not be able to see the junction object records or the field values. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers has set Partners users who will see records owned by partner users in roles below them in the
hierarchy of which roles? 

A. Executive, Manager, and User 

B. PlaceHolder 

Correct Answer: A 
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